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About This Content

The BR52 Wannentender Pack includes the tube-style 2´2´ T30 BR52 tender in two versions, as it operated for the former DRG
/ DB and OeBB. Both versions are designed to couple to the BR52 steam locomotive as featured in earlier versions of Train

Simulator and which is now available as part of the European Loco & Assets Pack.

Includes

Tube-Style Tender T30 DRG/DB

Tube-Style Tender T30 OeBB

Please note: the BR52 steam locomotive is not included in the BR52 Wannentender Pack
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Title: TS Marketplace: BR52 Wannentender Pack
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Eisenbahnwerk
Publisher:
Dovetail Games
Franchise:
Train Simulator
Release Date: 8 Jun, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English
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I'm not one to enjoy most platforming and skill related jumping games. But Penarium is fantastic! I tend to play in very short
bursts. I die fast and try again. Starts out easy but each level gets tougher. And the music is great and very appropriate. I almost
always turn off music on these kind of games but not this time. As I am terrible at these kind of games I can't really judge how
tough it would be for others. It is very tough for me but loads of fun and it keeps me coming back for another short burst of
playing over and over again.. really cute game with a suprising amount of content! definitely worth the money!. Gets boring
after awhile. Time filler for sure but it gets boring after an hour of playing.. This game is so simple but so complex
Yes now you have braindamage. Not quite as good as the Samurai in my opinion, but then again I haven't really played through
the Fallen Palladin as much. Very cool expansion.. You can't even play this DLC against AI unless you want to jump though the
hoops of getting a dedicated server. Please release this for singleplayer.. 15 minutes to finished the game and then leave it
running for an hour to get the last achievement. There's hardly anything here even for a dollar.. Horrible game... it wont even
launch. I don't know anything else about the game since it wont start. :)

Will update this review if the game is ever fixed.
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Pouring water onto lava in this game is as relaxing as popping bubble-wrap. This was pretty much the only game I missed after
selling my PS3 years ago, so was happy to find it again on Steam. Gorgeous art style & music, polished controls with a twin-
stick controller, and the gameplay starts off at a relaxed pace then gets very challenging and inventive later on. A hidden gem!
:D. Game crashes on launch. waste of ten minutes. Can't upgrade stuff

More like

"Containment". Fantastic game, took a while to figure out how it works, but now I understand its really fun to play. The only
problem is that sometimes the screen will get stuck zoomed in and on a laptop is very hard to zoom out again. Other than this I
would definitely recommend getting the two pack and playing with a friend! 8/10. For an early acess game it's pretty good. the
only problem is the gameplay, it should be more exciting than traveling to places. On the other hand you can attack enemy ships
and stuff but you have to travel to a location to take on the missin and then travel again to get to the enemy. You can build
multible ships which is cool and toggle between them. theres a few bugs, like my engineers dying from lack of living space
when i have 4 living towers, but not many major game breaking bugs. Since they are updating it I feel like it was worth my 15$
now and will be worth it later. All i have to say is DO IT..... FOR THE BURGERS.
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